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Abstract 

The TRANSP code is used to construct comprehensive, self-consistent models for 
ITER discharges. Plasma parameters are studied for two discharges from the ITER “Interim 
Design” database producing 1.5 GW fusion power with a plasma current of 21 MA and 20 
toroidal field coils generating 5.7 T. Steady state profiles for Tion, Te, ne, Z,H, and Prad from 
the database are specified. TRANSP models the full up/down asymmetric plasma boundary 
within the separatrix. Effects of high-energy neutral beam injection, sawteeth mixing, toroi- 
dal field ripple, and helium ash transport are included. 

Results are given for the fusion rate profiles, and parameters describing effects such 
as alpha particle slowing down, the heating of electrons and thermal ions, and the thermal- 
ization rates. Thedeposition of 1 MeV neutral beam ions is predicted to peak near 
theplasma center, and the average beam ion energy is predicted to be half the injected 
energy. Sawtooth mixing is predicted to broaden the fast alpha profile. The toroidal ripple 
losses rate of alpha energy is estimated to be 3% before sawtooth crashes and to increase 
by a factor of three to four immediately following sawtooth crashes. 

boundary are discussed. If the ratio of helium and energy confinement times, Z*He / ZE is 
less than 15, the steady state fusion power is predicted to 1.5 GW or greater. The values of 
the transport coefficients required for this fusion power depend on the He recycling coeffi- 
cient at the separatrix. If Rrec is near 1, the required He diffusivity must be much larger than 
that measured in tokamaks. If Rrec I0.50, and if the inward pinch is small, values compa- 
rable to those measured are compatible with 1.5 GW. 

I 

Assumptions for the thermal He transport and the He recycling coefficient at the 

1. Introduction 

One of the goals for ITER is the production of 1.5 GW of fusion power for long dura- 
tions [I  ]. The required plasma conditions are far beyond those produced in current Toka- 
mak experiments, thus considerable effort has been devoted to studying the extrapolations 
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facilitates comparisons of results from different experiments. TRANSP has also been used 
for making predictions for future Tokamak reactor performance [ 1 7,18,1 SJ. 

3. Baseline ITER Simulations 

generating BTF = 5.7 T. The boundary flux surface is assumed to have an elongation of 1.6 
and a triangularity of G 0.25. The profiles used are those from the ITER "interim" database 
@.a. April, 1995) designated 1001 with flat profiles and 1002 with peaked profiles. The ne 
profiles are compared in Fig. 3. The impurity profiles are calculated using the Zeff profiles 
from the database and a choice for the 2 of the impurity. The assumed profiles for Zeff are 
approximately 1.55, as shown in Fig. 4-a. The Z of the impurity is assumed to be 4.5 repre- 
senting Be with Z = 4 and a contribution from other impurities with higher Z. The radiation 
profiles are also given in the database, as shown in Fig. 4-b, and are used in the TRANSP 
modeling for calculating the electron power balance. The temperature profiles assumed for 
the two categories of discharges are shown in Figs. 5. 

The densities of the thermal D, T, He, impurity and of the beam ions and fast alpha 
particles are calculated by TRANSP. Several models are available for computing the rela- 
tive D and T mixing. The model that gives the best agreement with measurements of neu- 
trbn emission profiles in TFTR has a preferential inward pinch of D relative to T [2f]. This 
model gives pessimistic results for ITER by increasing the D density at the expense of the T 
density. In the following we use the more optimistic model with equal transport of the D and 
T. Examples of profiles are compared in Figs. 6. The computed densities of the fast ions, 
nbeam and n, are relatively low, even compared to the density of the impurity, "imp. The 
thermal He profile nHe is calculated from the thermalization rate profile and the assumed 
He transport. Various He transport assumptions are discussed in Section 7. The thermal He 
density has a significant effect on the fusion rate by depleting the D and T densities at fixed 
ne. If there were no thermal He, the fusion power from the assumed profiles would be 
around 2.5 GW. Results for alpha parameters for two cases with PDT G 1.5 GW are summa- 
rized in Table I. 

The ITER discharges are assumed to have I, = 21 MA and 20 toroidal field coils 

The steady-state phases of ITER discharges, including the periodic effects of 
sawteeth with a period of 50 sec, are discussed here. This relatively long sawtooth period 
allows the qv profile a long time to relax after a sawtooth crash. A short sawtooth period is 
predicted to reduce the perturbations of qw, as discussed in Section 5, but to enhance the 
ripple loss of fast alpha particles, as discussed in Section 6. Approximately 120 sec of the 
discharges are modeled in order to simulate several crashes of sawteeth, and to allow the 
thermal He to approach equilibrium. The NBI duration is limited to 50 sec in order to provide 
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results both with and without NBI for evaluating the effects of NBI. 

4. Neutral beam injection 

The current plan for ITER is to use up to 100 MW of auxiliary heating / current drive. 
Some or all of this power could be D or H injection from three negative ion beam sources. 
These sources would be situated approximately 29 m from the center line, and aimed with 
tangency radii of 6.5 m in the direction of the plasma current. The injected neutrals are 
assumed to have the full energy, which is planned to be up to 1 MeV. 

The beam neutrals depositions are calculated using Monte Carlo techniques. Ex- 
amples for the deposition profiles are shown in Fig. 7. The dominant deposition rate is 
ionization by collisions with the thermal D and T ions. The source profiles for the fusion 
alphas is calculated from the thermonuclear, beam- thermal, and beam-beam fusion rates. 
Examples of the fusion profiles are shown in Fig. 8. 

The fast-ion distributions are calculated using Monte Carlo techniques. The profiles 
of the slowing down times for the fast ions are compared in Fig. 9. The average energy of 
the beam ions is approximately half the injection energy, as shown in Fig. 10. The average 
energy of the fusion ions is 1.5 MeV over most of the plasma profile, as shown in Fig 10. 
Their average energy in the edge is higher since they are lost before they have much 
chance to slow down. The alpha contribution to the central pressure is 10-1 5%. The beam 
ion contribution to the central pressure is - 2%. The beam contribution to the fusion rate - 
1 Yo. 

TRANSP calculates the beam-ion and fast alpha distributions, 

F(dfj(Ej,kj,X,t),dVdEj) 

The independent variables are the energy E, of the fast species j, hj E vparallel/ v = cos(pitch 
angle) with Vparallel the component of v in the direction of the plasma current, and the loca- 
tion in space and time. Integrating over E, and averaging over h gives the fast ion density. 
Results for 100 MW of D-NBI are shown in Fig 11. Although the injection is near vparallel= v 
(along the plasma current), the equilibrium distribution has considerable density at lower 
vparallel/ V- 

Profiles of the plasma heating power densities during the NBI phase are shown in 
Figs. 12. The fusion power and heating powers of two cases are compared in Table II. The 
total alpha heating power is 20% of the total fusion power. The total beam heating and 
thermalization powers are 100 MW. The global and central alpha heating powers are con- 
siderably greater than the NBI heating powers so these plasmas are near or past ignition 
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conditions. 

The stored energies, energy confinement times, and Pmrm values are compared in 
Table 111. The energy confinement time is defined as the ratio of the total (thermal and fast 
ion) plasma energy and the total heating power. The transport coefficients of the thermal 
plasma are calculated from the profile gradients and the energy, momentum, and species 
fluxes. At radii where the profiles are not decreasing monotonically, large positive or nega- 
tive values for the difusivities can result. Examples are shown in Figs. 13. The coefficients 
must be lower for the cases without auxiliary heating. In the flat profile case, Fig. 13-a, Xe 

and xnn are about 100 times the neo-classical value XNC over much of the profile. For the 
peaked profile case, Fig. 13-b, the effective particle diffusivity De must be considerably 
lower than XNC. The values for Xe and Xion are in rough agreement with the values in the 
ITER interim database. 

The profiles of the currents are shown in Fig. 14. The beam-driven current for with 
50 MW of D-NBI is approximately 0.6 MA. The bootstrap contributions are relatively small. 
Examples are compared in Table IV. A large Ohmic, or otherwise driven current is neces- 
sary to provide the total current of 21 MA. 

5. Sawteeth Effects 

It is not known whether ITER discharges will exhibit sawteeth, or how they will re- 
spond to sawteeth crashes. There is extensive empirical data on sawteeth effects in current 
Tokamaks. For simplicity, we assume that the densities and temperatures of the thermal 
species are not altered, contrary to empirical observations in Tokamaks. We use TRANSP 
to simulate sawtooth effects on the current and fast ion profiles. 

The sawtooth period is assumed to be 50 sec. The amount of current mixing during 
sawteeth crashes can be vaned in TRANSP. In modeling TFTR discharges, about 20-30% 
current mixing gives approximate agreement with measurements. Examples of the evolu- 
tions of q,,,(O) for ITER with two different assumptions are shown in Fig. 15. If the amount of 
current mixing will be as small, as in TFTR, many sawteeth crashes are needed to raise 
q,+,(O) to values near 1. The current relaxation time is very long, so the decay of qW(0) after 
each crash is not large even with periods of 50 sec. The qW = 1 surface is calculated to be 
around x = 0.25 - 0.35. The q, profiles are shown in Fig. 16. 

Sawteeth effect the distribution of alphas in TFTR [22,23,24]. The dynamics of this 
effect is complicated [25], but a simple model has been incorporated into TRANSP (51. The 
effect of sawtooth crashes on the fast alpha density computed by TRANSP is shown in Fig. 
17. The recovery of the alpha fusion power and alpha heating profiles will depend on de- 
tails of how the temperatures and the D, T, impurities, and alpha densities are redistributed, 
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and how the transport evolves since these determine the subsequent reheating. 

6. Ripple Effects 

The magnitude of the toroidal ripple field is shown in Fig. 2. The fast-ion ripple 
losses are estimated in TRANSP by assuming the ions are lost if their turning points are in 
regions with ripple exceeding an empirical factor times the Goldston-White-Boozer (GWB) 
[26] threshold. The model has not yet been generalized for up/down asymmetric plasmas. 
The threshold has been renormalized /7] by comparing losses obtained [6] with TRANSP 
and with the Hamiltonian guiding-center code ORBIT [24, 251. The thresholds that give 
agreement for TFTR supershots are 1/2*GWB for the fast alpha particles and 4*GWB for 
the beam ions. The actual threshold renormalization is strongly collisionally dependent on 
the artificial pitch angle acceleration level used in TRANSP [7]. Similar renormalization for 
ITER discharges with appropriately higher statistics indicates that the threshold for alpha 
particles is 1/2*GWB (as in TFTR), not 1 *GWB [27]. 

The prediction for the steady state phases of ITER discharges is that 3% of the 
alpha energy and 5% of the fast alpha particles are ripple lost. A comparable fraction of the 
beam ion energy is predicted to be ripple lost. If the fast alphas are redistributed by 
sawtooth crashes, the ripple loss is expected to increase. With the flat redistribution shown 
in Fig, 17, the ripple loss is predicted to increase by a factor of three-four [27]. The duration 
of this increased loss depends on the dynamics of recovery of the alpha profile to the pre- 
crash state. This depends on unknown details of the plasma recovery. 

7. Alpha Ash 

ate equilibrium ash profiles consistent with 1.5 GW of fusion power. The diffusivity and 
radial pinch velocity profiles for the ash density are defined from their density and net flux 
profiles: 

The transport of the thermal ash was varied to find transport coefficients that gener- 

The evolution of the volume integral to the separatrix of the ash density is given by 



Sth is the volume integral of the alpha thermalization rate. TRANSP calculates the alpha 
thermalization rate profiles to be close to the DT fusion rate, as shown in Fig. 8. The ther- 
mal He fluxes in and out the separatrix are Qn and rout. The recycling coefficient Rrec and 
the pumping rate r p m p  are the average values on the separatrix surface. In steady state, 
the averages at the separatrix are the averages at the pump entrances. 

The global He confinement times at the separatrix are defined as: 

THe E NHe 1 rout 

Results from experiments with TFTR supershots indicate that nHe is relatively flat 
compared with ne [ZS] .  The transport coefficients consistent with these measurements have 
DHe(X) - De(x) - Xefi(X) (the effective energy transport coefficient). The radial pinch VHe(x) 
has relatively small values for x 0.5, and anomalously large negative values for x > 0.6. 
The recycling coefficient consistent with these measurements is Rrec z 0.85, and the ratio 
2*He / ZE G 6. 

It is not clear how the existing Tokamak results scale to ITER discharges. For in- 
stance, De << Xeff might be expected in ITER (see Fig. 13-b) , but DHe << Xeff would imply 
large accumulations of He ash. Because of these uncertainties, we studied a range of He 
transport coefficients. It is inefficient to use TRANSP to scan in the ratio D H ~  / Xeff since Xeff 
changes as the nHe / ne ratio and the alpha heating change. A simpler assumption is used 
here: scans with constant D H ~  and V H ~  are studied. For most of the runs the pinch is as- 
sumed to be negligible. 

Another uncertainty for ITER is the He recycling coefficient. Estimates for this range 
up to G 0.99. High values lead to pessimistic requirements for the He transport. We first 
discuss results for the optimistic assumption Rrec = 0.5, and then indicate how the require- 
ments change as Rrec increases. 

Each TRANSP run used a fixed DHe and VHe and initial conditions chosen to speed 
the convergence to steady state nHe profiles. One measure of equilibrium is S t h  / rpump = 
1. The runs reported here converged sufficiently so that Sth / rpump = 1 to within 8%. As 
D H ~  increases, NHe, THe, and Z*He decrease, whereas rpump and PDT increase. These 
dependencies are shown in Fig. 18. For the flat profile case shown in Fig. 13-a, DHe needs 
to be at least 2 m2/s for 1.5 GW, which is comparable to Xeff near x = 0.5. For the peaked 
case in Fig. 13-b, D H ~  needs to be at least 0.4 m*/s, which is considerable lower than xeff 
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with NBI. 

Ash parameters are summarized in Table V. As DHe increases, ZE / %*He increases. 
The corresponding increase in PDT is shown in Fig. 19. This ratio needs to be smaller than 
about 16 to achieve PDT = 1.5 GW with the plasma and recycling we assume. 

towards 1, the values of DHe needed to achieve 1.5 GW increase. The ratio minimum ZE / 
%*He remains around 15. For Rrec = 0.95, the required DHe if the pinch is negligible in- 
creases from 2 m2/s to 15 m2/s for the flat profile case and from 0.4 m2/s to 4 m2/s for the 
peaked profile case. As -vHe increases, larger values of DHe are needed to keep nHe low 
enough to achieve 1.5 GW. Profiles of nHe generated by several combinations of DHe and 
VHe that are consistent with Rrw = 0.97 and 1.5 GW are shown in Fig. 20. 

The runs discussed above have Rrec = 0.5 and negligible VHe. AS Rrec increases 

8. Summary 

The TRANSP plasma analysis code is used to model the steady state phases (in- 
cluding periodic sawteeth) of two discharges from the ITER database. TRANSP provides 
comprehensive, self-consistent models for the particle, energy, and momentum balance, 
and computes thermal transport coefficients and alpha parameters. Several models for the 
transport of thermal ion species are available. The model for the relative mixing of D and T 
that is consistent with TFTR measurements gives pessimistic results for ITER. Results 
assuming equal D and T transport are assumed here. Effects of 50 MW of D-NBI at 1 MeV 
are studied. The heating occurs near the mid radius, and the average energy of the beam 
ions is approximately one-half the injection energy. The beam-driven currents are - 0.6 MA 
for this voltages. The beam ions contribute significantly to the ion and electron heating in 
the region around x = 0.8. 

The qw = 1 radius is calculated to occur near the x = 0.3 - 0.5 flux surface. The 
amount of current mixing and the sawtooth period significantly effect the qv(0) value. 
Sawteeth crashes are modeled to significantly redistribute the fast ion density profiles. 

Toroidal field ripple is estimated to cause losses of - 3% of the alpha energy and - 
5% of the fast alpha particles. If the fast alphas are redistributed by sawtooth crashes, the 
ripple losses are predicted to increase by about a factor of about three transiently. 

values. The ratio of the confinement times, Z*He / ZE needed to achieve steady state fusion 
powers of 1.5 GW with the assumed density and temperature profiles is I 15. The required 
ash diffusivity DHe depends strongly on the pinch and the average recycling coefficient. If 
the pinch is negligible and if Rrec 20.5, then values of DHe comparable to those measured 
in current Tokamak experiments is sufficient. If Rrec is much larger, then higher values are 

The alpha ash is modeled assuming constant transport coefficients with a range of 
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needed. Accurate modeling of Rrec is needed. 
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Table I - Alpha Parameters 

Parameter 

Pa(0) 0.01 5 0.006 

Peaked ne (01 002001 1 ) Flat ne (01 001 D29) 

<Pa> 0.001 5 0.002 

-R*grad(pd 0.06 0.04 

na(0) 1 ne(0) 0.005 0.003 

va(bidh) 1 vAlfv6n 1.9 1.7 

Table II- Fusion and Heating Powers with 50 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI 

Peaked ne (01 002D11) Flat ne (01001D29) 

Center (MW/m3) Total (MW) Center (MW/m3) Total (MW) 

PDT 3.6 1550 1.92 1400 

Pa-e 0.73 21 5 0.50 195 

Pa-[ 0.44 70 0.20 75 

Pbm-e 0.00 32 0.00 60 

Pbm-l 0.00 16 0.00 40 

Pbm-th 0.01 2 0.01 2 

Table 111 - Plasma Conditions with 50 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI 
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Peaked ne (01002011) 

1.20 1.24 

0.67 0.67 

0.47 0.48 

0.054 0.060 

0.01 1 0.030 

3.41 3.35 

2.33 

Flat ne (01001 029) 

2.40 

Table IV - Beam-Driven and Bootstrap Currents with 50 MW D-NBl 

Current Peaked ne (01002Dll) Flat ne (01001 029) 

heam 1.2 3.3 

boot 5.0 2.0 

ltotal 21 .o 21 .o 
lOH 14.8 15.0 

Table V - Thermal He Parameters for PDT = 1.5 GW if Rrec = 0.5 
Parameter 

DHe (m2/S) 4 15 

nHe(0) / ne@) 0.13 0.16 

nHe(1) 1 ne(1) 0.32 0.18 

NHe (1022) 4.08 4.21\ 

Peaked ne (01 00201 1) Flat ne (01 001 D29) 

Tpump (1 020 / sec) 5.3 4.5 

tHe(sec) 3.9 5.5 

t*He (set) 77 170 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 

Fig. 2 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 7 

Fig. 8 

Fig. 9 

Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 

Fig. 12 

Assumed boundary flux surface (for instance, for the 98% flux surface) and the 
interior flux surfaces calculated solving the Grad-Shafranov Equation for the MHD 
equilibrium. The flux surfaces for both the flat and peaked categories of discharges 
are very similar. 

Assumed toroidal ripple field and the location of the plasma boundary. 

Comparison of the assumed electron density profiles for the flat and peaked cases. 

Assumed profiles for a) Z,ff and b) Prad for the flat and peaked density cases. 

Comparison of the assumed temperature profiles for the a) flat and b) peaked 
cases. 

Density profiles for the a) flat and b) peaked density cases with PDT = 1.5 GW and 
100 MW of D-NBI at 1 MeV. The assumed electron density and the calculated 
thermal D, T, He, and impurity, and fast D and He densities are shown. 

Beam deposition rate profiles for the peaked density cases with 100 MW at 1 MeV 
for a) flat and b) peaked discharges. The dominant rates are ionizations of the 
thermal D and T, electrons, and impurities. Charge-exchange rates are lower. 

Fusion power profiles for the peaked and flat density cases with PDT = 1.5 GW. 

Slowing down profiles for the birth alphas and beam ions. 

Average energy profiles for the fusion alpha particles and beam ions. 

Distribution in energy and h = cos(pitch angle) at x = 0.0 of the beam ions from 100 
MW of 1 MeV D-NBI. 

Heating power density profiles for the peaked density cases with 100 MW of 1 MeV 
D-NBI achieving PDT = 1.5 GW. 
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Fig. 13 Transport coefficients for the electrons and thermal ions calculated from the stored 
energy and heating profiles for a) the flat density, and b) the peaked density cases 
with PDT = 1.5 GW and 100 MW of D-NBI at 1 MeV. 

Fig. 14 Current density profiles for a peaked density case with 100 MW of 1 MeV D-NBI a) 

Fig. 15 Evolution of q,,,(O) with alternative assumptions about the fraction of current mixing 

Fig. 16 Computed q,,, profiles with alternative assumptions about the fraction of current 

the flat density, and b) the peaked density cases. 

during sawteeth crashes. 

mixing during sawteeth crashes. 

Fig. 17 Computed change in the fast alpha density during sawteeth crashes for a) the flat 

Fig. 18 Dependencies of a) He pumping, b) the ratio ZHe / ZE, c) the ratio ZE / 2*He, and d) 

density profile case, and b) the peaked density profile case. 

the fusion power on the thermal He particle diffusivity if Rrec = 0.95. 

Fig. 19 Dependence of the fusion power on the ratios of a) ZE / ‘T*He, and b) Z * H ~  / ZE if Rrec 
= 0.5. 

Fig. 20 Examples of D H ~  and VHe that produce steady state nHe profiles for the peaked ne 
case with PDT = 1.5 GW and Rrec = 0.97. When - V H ~  is large, both the DHe and 
V H ~  terms in Eq. (1) are large with opposite signs. 
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ITER Flux Surfaces 

Fig. 1 
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ITER Ripple Contours 
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ITER Temperature Profiles 
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ITER Density profiles 
Case of flat profiles and 100 MW D-NBI 
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Fig. 6-a 

ITER Density profiles 
Case of peaked profiles with 100 MW D-NBI 
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Fig. 6-b 
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NBI Deposition Rate Profile 
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Fusion Power Profile 
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Slowing Down Profiles 
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Fig. 9 
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Average Energy Profiles 
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D-NBI distribution at x = 0.0 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or resjmnsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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